
Animals in cancer research 



A. All five male BALB/c nu/nu mice in the XXXX group showed transplanted 
tumors after 28 days. B. Three mice of five in XXXX group showed small 
tumor after 28 days. C. The average tumor weight in XXXX group was 
significantly lighter than that in XXXX group (*P<0.05). D. The increase of 
xenografted tumor volumes in nude mice of the XXXX group was obviously 
slowed down comparing with the XXXX group (*P<0.05). 

Journal Impact Factor: 3.96 

All animal experiments entirely obeyed the National Animal Care and Ethics Institution. 



Journal Impact Factor: 3.96 



It has become standard to use a mouse model in almost any cancer paper. 
(personal experience a journal with Impact Factor 2+ asked for mouse data)  

2014 

The 3Rs only work when same rules for everyone 



Example provided by Dr Ott for the sake of this discussion 



Point 1: Agree, negative data should be more accessible for the research community. 
 
Point 2: Misleading. 



Point 1: Agree, negative data should be more accessible for the research community. 
 
Point 2: Misleading. 
 
Point 3:  

Ten year-old non-peer reviewed strategy paper. How can 1 be true and 3? 
Paper ignores that cited strategy document actually offers improvement options 

So, am I saying there is no problem? 



= 
90kg 

A tumour is considered to be lethal (depending on location and several other factors, such as hormonal secretion) if it 
reaches a weight of approximately 1 kg, or 10(12) cells, although alternative numbers given suggest a maximum of 10(13) 
cells. 

What’s the point of your model? 



What’s the point of your model? 

Glioblastoma (GB) overview 
• Most common and aggressive  

   primary brain tumor in adults 

• Diffuse and highly invasive growth pattern  

• Median patient overall survival: 14.6 months 

• Standard therapy consists of  
• Maximal safe surgical resection 
• Radiochemotherapy  
• Chemotherapy (temozolomide) 









• For example, the breast cancer drug tamoxifen – arguably one of the most important cancer drugs of all time – 
was developed with the aid of animal research. Over the years, it has saved hundreds of thousands of women’s 
lives. 

• The targeted drug imatinib (Glivec) can now cure people with chronic myeloid leukaemia. The original studies 
that identified imatinib’s potential were carried out in mice. 

• The development of antibody treatments for cancer has also relied on animal research. Antibodies are 
molecules designed to recognise and target cancer cells, and early research in mice helped to find a way to 
produce large enough quantities of these molecules to be used to treat patients. 

• Antibodies can now be made in industrial quantities without using animals, and these treatments are used for 
several types of cancer. New immunotherapy drugs called ‘checkpoint inhibitors’ which help the immune system 
recognise and attack cancer are just one example. These drugs have transformed the outlook for some people 
with advanced disease, such as melanoma, and wouldn’t have been possible without animal research. 

https://scienceblog.cancerresearchuk.org/2011/06/21/animal-research-is-helping-us-beat-cancer/ 

There are plenty of examples showing the benefits of using an animal model: 
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Theralizumab 
for the treatment of B cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (B-CLL) and rheumatoid arthritis 

In its first human clinical trials, it caused catastrophic systemic organ failures in the subjects,  
despite being administered at a supposed sub-clinical dose of 0.1 mg per kg; some 500 times lower than the dose found safe in animals. 
Six volunteers were hospitalized on 13 March 2006, at least four of these suffering from multiple organ dysfunction. 

In 2010, the failure to predict a severe cytokine release syndrome in  
humans was explained with in vitro data of the CD4+ effector memory  
T-cells of Macaca fascicularis, the species of primate used for pre- 
clinical safety testing of TGN1412, lacking CD28 expression. 

Retrieved from "https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Theralizumab&oldid=86006098"3 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B_cell






10.3 per 1M children 
Neuroblastoma a copy number disease 
Relapse a mutational disease, more drugable targets 



In the traditional 3 + 3, phase I cancer trial design, a minimum of three participants are studied at each dose level. If none of 
these three participants experience a DLT (dose limiting toxicity), a subsequent three participants are enrolled onto the next 
highest dose level.  

The rolling six design allows for accrual of two to six patients concurrently onto a dose level. Decisions as to which dose 
level to enroll a patient are based on the number of patients currently enrolled and evaluable, the number of patients 
experiencing DLTs, and the number of patients still at risk of developing a DLT at the time of new patient entry. 



versus 



Pharmacokinetic studies redesigned 











Drosophila melanogaster (fruit or vinegar fly) 

• It’s been assumed that Drosophila doesn’t get cancer (short lived 
organism), but… 

• D. melanogaster tumours range from hyperplasias to frankly 
malignant neoplasias that are invasive and lethal to the host. 

• The Aurora and POLO protein kinases are tumour suppressors in the 
larval brain. 

• Not an animal experiment 

 
Gonzalez C. Drosophila melanogaster: a model and a tool to investigate malignancy and identify new 
therapeutics. Nature Reviews Cancer  13:172. 



Impact Factor 12.353 (2017) 



• heat shock (HS)-induced MARCM (Mosaic analysis with a repressible 
cell marker) clones were created in 3-day old adult females, knocking 
out both copies of APC and expressing oncogenic RASv12 



Alone: one cancerous virgin fly alone for 21 days 
Homogeneous: one cancerous virgin fly kept with seven other cancerous flies 
Heterogenous: one cancerous virgin fly kept with seven other healthy flies 
 

Letters: same letter means no significant difference between groups, here a is significantly different from the two b’s 
This is not a good way to do it, plus significance is nowhere defined, assume: p<0.05? 



Conclusions: 
• There need to be stringent rules by the publishing community 

regarding animal data (and not just lip service) 

• I am a big fan of self-regulation in the scientific community, Asilomar 
Conference 1975 (but I originally wrote this on the day the first 
CRISPR/Cas twins were announced, so what do I know) 

• Animal experiments are expensive and time consuming, we all like 
acceptable alternatives – problem is how to make alternatives 
acceptable 

• There are many examples in cancer research were animal research 
has been essential. After all, the law states drugs must be tested in 
animals first. 

 


